028 VCC. contactus@thevandoo.ca

Be a part of an exciting opportunity to work and grow with a team that delivers content
to the York community both online and in print! This is an opportunity for you to prove
your skills to a future employer, grow your network at York university, and most
importantly develop your soft-skills with people who have the same mindset as you.
Positions Available

1. Content Writers
The Vandoo wants people who are rich with ideas and can turn them to words! Let your
ideas be shared to the Vanier community and beyond. Our success lies on the quality of
our content, and you will be at the heart of it.

2. Photographers (Photojournalism)
Photographs can speak a thousand words, but a quality shot is a story in and of itself.
The Vandoo is looking for passionate photographers who aspire to learn the art of
photojournalism—combining photography and journalism. With photojournalists,
what’s important is covering key newsworthy events instead of how good a camera is.

3. Video Content Creator
Always wanted to start that Youtube channel but don’t know where to start? Join The
Vandoo to get a platform to demonstrate your skills and be a part of something bigger
than you! This position requires skills in video-editing to make short 1-2 minute videos.

4. Layout Designer/Graphics Design
Have a talent for creating layouts? Have you always prided yourself in creating neat
presentations? The Vandoo wants creative minds like you! This year’s theme focuses on
minimalistic and clean designs. Being a part of the team allows you to showcase your
talents on a paper that circulates around campus for everyone to see.

5. Webmaster
Looking to start a web designing business or work as a web designer? Most clients out
there demand portfolios of your previous project, and being a part of The Vandoo is a
great place to start and gain valuable experience.

Can’t find a role that suits you but still want to be a part of The Vandoo? Email us your
idea let’s talk about it!
Reach out via email: contactus@thevandoo.ca. Apply now at
www.thevandoo.ca/opportunties and tell us a bit more about yourself and why you
think the position is for you in your cover letter. Know someone not from Vanier but
might be interested? They’re welcome too!

